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Summary

1. The lung transplant for a COVID-19 (patient) was done in our hospital, but it was 
done at Zhijiang Division.

2. Director Han Weili hasn’t been here these days. He’s been in quarantine since he did 
the surgery. 

3. I’ll give you the phone number for our Director Han. You can call and ask the other 
division there: 13957161851.

Translation

Investigator: Hello. How are you? Hey. How are you? Can you hear me?

Nurse: Yes. How can I help you?

Investigator: Ah. How are you? Is this the…the First Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang 
University School of Medicine? Is this Lung Transplant?

Nurse: Yes.

Investigator: Transplant? 

Nurse: Yes.



Investigator: Well, I would like to ask, that is, when I can find Director Han? Han Weili?

Nurse: Director hasn’t been here these days.

Investigator: Not here these days? (Nurse answered “Yes.”) Isn’t the case that not long 
ago, he did that, that lung transplant? That, that (COVID-19) pneumonia one. Didn’t he 
do that at your hospital? 

Nurse: He did do that at our hospital, but he is at Zhijiang Division.

Investigator: Oh. He is at Zhijiang Division. Is this, this is the main hospital (division)? Is 
it?

Nurse: We are the Qing…Right. Right. We are at Qingchun Division. 

Investigator: Ah. Do you know the phone number for Zhijiang Division? Well, I mean, 
that’s the hospital, the division, which handles those with pneumonia, right? 

Nurse: Right. Yes. 

Investigator: Ah, so can you get the phone number for that division and let me know?

Nurse: The pone number for that division…I don’t have it. 

Investigator: Okay, would you help check with the operator? Then I can ask about it.

Nurse: Not that. Mainly because I am not able to find it. 

Investigator: You cannot find it?

Nurse: Right.

Investigator: So, as you just said, he is at Zhijiang Division, right? Is it Zhijiang Division 
of your Zhejiang University School of Medicine? 

Nurse: Right.

Investigator: Okay, well, do you, do you know that if we come and seek treatments for 
that, that Wuhan pneumonia (COVID-19), what kind of procedures we need to follow?



Nurse: That means, you’d like to come here for a lung transplant. Is that what you mean?

Investigator: Yes. Yes. It’s that I, I…

Nurse: Just wait a moment. 

Investigator: Okay.

(About one minute later)

Nurse: Hello.

Investigator: How are you?

Nurse: You, are you consulting now? Did you test positive for COVID-19, so you need a 
lung transplant, or something else?

Investigator: Yes, we’re now tested positive with COVID-19. So we want to get, to get a 
lung transplant done at your place. Then I would like to consult about what the situation 
is like, and whether (such a transplant) can be done or not.

Nurse: Ah…I’ll give you a phone number, the number for our Director Han. Or you can 
ask the other division there. 

Investigator: All right. Please go ahead. 

Nurse: Okay. You note it down: 13957161851.

Investigator: 139…5716…1851. This is the phone number for that Han Weili, Director 
Han, right? 

Nurse: Right. Right.

Investigator: Okay. Then I will just call him to consult. Thank you!

Nurse: Okay. All right.

Investigator: Good-bye. 

Nurse: Okay. 


